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There’s no single definition of California style:
The state’s design sensibilities are as varied and
interesting as its geography and climate. You

can get a Cali vibe going in lots of different direc-
tions. For instance, moody colors and a connection
with the temperate, coniferous forests of Northern
California characterize that region’s look. Think
weathered woods, leathers, and boreal forest and

coastal hues like indigo, dark green and stone.
Southern California’s a mix of surf-culture casual

and movie-studio glamour. Channel the sun and
sand with beachy, “retro-modern” hues (deep aqua,
coral, sand) and reclaimed materials. Spacy midcen-
tury modern furnishings in hot orange, white,
turquoise and fireball red add punch.

“For me, quintessential ‘California Style’ is laid-
back, hip and happy. Our gorgeous natural light is
the star, and we support it with breezy fabrics, natu-
ral textures and a relaxed vibe,” says Kim Myles, Los
Angeles-based winner of HGTV’s “Design Star.”

Large statement
Her tips for aspiring Cali-cool decorators: “The key

is to keep it casual. California style is the opposite of
uptight, so step away from high-maintenance fabrics
and fussy finishes. Simplicity is your friend. One large

statement - a single wall of color or a beautifully pat-
terned rug - supported by low-key furnishings is
more Cali than a room full of fussy clutter.” For that
statement hue, consider Farrow & Ball’s “Yellowcake,”
“St Giles Blue,” “Arsenic” and “Charlotte’s Locks,” as well
as Benjamin Moore’s “China White” and “Fresno.” 

Modernica stocks a selection of Eames-style fiber-
glass chairs and George Nelson lighting designs.
Wicker and rattan are great materials for taking
advantage of - or just evoking - the indoor/outdoor
lifestyle. CB2’s Nest coffee table and Fray pendant fix-
ture bring natural textures home.  One of Myles’
favorite sources is Black Hill Design, a furniture studio
in Tucson, Arizona. Their hefty yet sophisticated
wood lamps, and coffee tables like the lithe, muscu-
lar Catalina have a crafted coolness. Jake Scott, Black
Hill’s founder, thinks it’s the simplicity of his pieces
that attracts Californians.

“The West Coast has that easy sensibility about it.
Many Californians are inherently connected with
nature because of the topography of the state,” he
says. “I think my pieces reflect some of that. .... Simple,
strong materials with adherence toward a single
form.”  You could go more glamorous with Z Gallerie,
the California-based decor retailer. Beveled glass rec-
tangles frame a chic mirror, while a comfy white
leather chair is framed in gold plated steel. 

Renovation projects
If you’ve ever watched an episode of Bravo’s

“Flipping Out,” which features Los Angeles designer
Jeff Lewis’ renovation projects, you’ll recognize the
name HD Buttercup, a furnishings retailer that Lewis
often visits with clients. They’ve got an online store
too, with pieces like the Alain walnut sideboard with
hooped, forged-metal legs; the channel-quilted
Martin salon chair; and contemporary Indian rugs. 

Pan-Pacific elements are part of California’s design
DNA. As Menlo Park designer Rise Krag puts it, “We’re
on a coast that shares tides with Asia, and there’s
always been a fusion of Eastern design elements and
philosophy.” Krag’s mother used to buy Asian rugs,
trunks, cloisonne and other objects in San Francisco.
Krag incorporates singular pieces like a stepped,
Japanese tansu chest with contemporary dÈcor.
Check out Spot on Square, a California-based furni-

ture design studio, for its hip, spare Hiya toddler bed,
crafted of eco-friendly birch and white MDF board.
The Los Angeles design shop Bend Goods interprets
a traditional captain’s chair in a new way, using pow-
der-coated or metal plated iron. — AP

Severe drought is parching large sections of America, but
that doesn’t mean giving up on gardening. Plants can be
coaxed through the hot summer months despite severe

water restrictions. “Looking ahead, we expect dry or erratic
conditions for plants,” said Weston Miller, a horticulturist with
Oregon State University Extension. “Planning landscapes now
for minimal watering is the smart way to go.”

It’s safe to allow lawns to go brown (dormant) in summer
and then bring them back in winter, he said. “Maintain the
smallest lawn possible, especially if you’re going to irrigate,”
Miller said. “If there are some old roses or other plants in your
garden that aren’t serving their purpose or died because they
weren’t getting enough water, then replant them with plants
known to be drought-resistant.” Drought-tolerant plants pose

challenges of their own, however.
“Odds are they’ll die if not watered well that first year,

before they become established,” Miller said. “Plant things in
the fall when it’s cooler and watering isn’t needed. Then the
winter rains (or snow) will come along and provide some help.”
Add plants that thrive in dry summers and wet winters. That
would include lavender and sage (herbs), bougainvillea and
vitis californica (vines), lobelia and common myrtle (shrubs),
buffalo grass and Bermudagrass (turf ), among many others.

Use soaker hoses or drip systems that deliver water more
efficiently and cut down on evaporation. “Water in the morn-
ing,” Miller said. “Don’t water in the middle of the day, as it will
speed evaporation and can burn foliage on particularly hot
days.” Be proactive about watering plants in containers, he said.

“Once the soil has dried out in pots, it’s difficult to get it rehy-
drated. You lose a fair amount of nutrients in that soil, too.”

Some Irrigation Association tips for using less water while
gardening:
1. Mulch around plants and shrubs. That reduces evapora-

tion, limits weed growth and moderates soil tempera-
tures.

2. Water often and for shorter periods. Setting your irrigation
system to run for three, five-minute intervals lets soil
absorb more water than watering for 15 minutes at one
time.

3. Hydro-Zone your yard. Group plants with similar moisture
needs in the same area, making it easier to ensure they get
the water they need without overwatering. Separate

plants from grassy areas, which have different watering
requirements.

A recent survey of landscaping and garden trends by the
homes website Houzz.com found that many new home buyers
already are reducing the size of their lawns or removing them
entirely. “It’s surprising how many are putting in synthetic
lawns. In California, it’s 1 in 5. I’m seeing a lot of them,” said
Nino Sitchinava, the principal economist at Houzz, who lives in
Palo Alto. “Even more people are going back to mulch, which is
a traditional approach,” she said. “Other ground covers are
becoming more popular than turf grass.”— AP

Rethinking gardens in a time of drought

Shrubs and trees along the periphery of a Langley, Wash, yard, have different water needs, and need to be irrigated occasionally since they’re not as
resilient. — AP photos

Once the soil has dried in containers like these in a greenhouse in Langley, Wash, it’s diffi-
cult to get them rehydrated. 

Right at home: Decor 
with a west coast vibe

In this photo provid-
ed by Black Hill
Design, walnut and
brass come together
in the Catalina table
from designer Jake
Scott’s Black Hill
Design studio.

A dining room by the designer Myles that features
eclectic and interesting furnishings, colors and finishes
that reflect the light. — AP photos

In this photo provided by Black Hill Design, designer Jake Scott’s Arbol Lamp, crafted of walnut with brass fittings,
is meant to evoke the elemental beauty and strength of the tree.

A living room by LA -based designer, Myles.

This photo pro-
vided by Z

Gallerie shows
beveled glass

panels that form
a frame for a

smart, glamorous
mirror from Z

Gallerie.

This photo pro-
vided by Z

Gallerie shows a
glass topped
Estella dining

table that has a
sleek gold plated

steel frame.

This photo provided by Z Gallerie shows a
West Street chair that features a polished
gold plated stainless steel frame and white
leather cushions.


